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the Irish ruling elite.
    Paisley has built his political 
strategy of æstrong, determined 
leadershipç for the unionist popu-
lation on the premise that republican 
decommissioning would not happen 
and that the republican movement 
would split and shatter under the 
demand for decommissioning. When 
decommissioning took place and the 
republicans did not split, he then 
raised the bar by demanding that 
Sinn F®in recognise and join the new 
policing bodies.
    Sinn F®in will take their seats on 
the policing board, but they want the 
PSNI Special Branch disbanded and 
control over policing placed in the 
hands of the Executive and the 
Assembly. This demand is even more 
urgent with the recent decision to 
hand over intelligence-gathering 
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MICHAEL OèRiordan, anti-fascist Ģghter and former general secretary of 
the Communist Party of Ireland, died in Dublin on Thursday 18 May. 

The funeral oration on Saturday 20 May at Glasnevin Crematorium was 
given by Eugene McCartan, general secretary of the CPI. (See page 4.)
    A commemorative event, incorporating the Ġrst annual Michael OéRiordan 
Memorial Lecture, will take place on Sunday 12 November, the anniversary of his 
birth, in the renovated Connolly House (43 East Essex Street, Dublin). 

When Blair and Rice and the Times and all the other apologists for undemocratic power 
say æthe people,ç they mean the corporations. The reason they hate Morales is that when 
he says æthe people,ç he means the people.åGeorge Monbiot, Guardian (London), 16 
May 2006. çæ

IT is still too early to see whether the latest efforts by both governments to re-establish a functioning Northern Ireland Executive, the åCommittee for Restoration of Government,æ 
will succeed.
    The present stalemate in the pro-
cess is the result of two factors: 
Ġrstly the DUP, and secondly 
elements within the British state in 
their continuous eģorts to block pro-
gress and prevent change.
    Paisley and his party have built 
their present power base on sectarian-
ism. Paisley models himself on his 
hero, Edward Carson, and his ænot an 
inchç politics. He believes he can re-
establish the unionist monolith and 
hegemony on his terms and under his 
leadership by ignoring the economic 
and political realities and the shifting 
imperialist interests. But the union-
ist business community knows that 
Britain no longer relies on unionism 
or sees it as its main ally in Ireland. 
Britain has not completely abandoned 
unionism, but it now sees that more 
is to be gained from an alliance with 

from the control of the Special 
Branch to æMI5,ç the British Security 
Service. MI5 has for decades been 
running numerous loyalist agents, 
who have carried out assassinations 
and terrorist acts at the behest of 
their handlers.
    Clearly, more democratic control 
and accountability over any police 
force and intelligence-gathering is a 
major step forward, and this is a 
democratic demand that many pro-
gressive people can and should 
support.
    Paisley is not just content to push 
Sinn F®in to the point where he 
hopes he can split them on policing 
but has also introduced a new proviso 
in the form of the æcomplete end to 
criminality.ç In the eyes of Paisley, is 
the breaking of a red traĤc light by a 
known republican a justiĠcation for 

Paisley still blocking progress
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not going into government with 
them? Dovetailed into this strategy 
are the continuing attempts by Brit-
ish intelligence to cause divisions and 
sow confusion within republican 
ranks with the leaked allegation that 
Martin McGuinness is a British 
agent.
    It is clear that not all elements of 
the British establishment are fully 
committed to bringing about peace 
and a long-term settlement, particu-
larly those connected to the state 
intelligence and repressive apparatus. 
They are still looking for a ævictoryç 
over republicanism, and they still 
work closely with loyalist para-
militaries in fomenting sectarian 
conĢict, assassination, and other 
criminal acts.
    All democratic opinion should take 
note of the recent revelation by Reg 
Empey, leader of the Ulster Unionist 
Party, that unionist politicians have 
always usedåand, it can be said, 
encouragedåloyalist paramilitary 
violence to advance the unionist 
cause. So it was in the interests of 
both the unionists and the British 
state to ensure the continuation of 
the armed conĢict and to promote 
the view that it was the violence of 
republicans that was responsible.
    The Good Friday Agreement has 
transformed the political landscape 
in Ireland, both north and south. It 
has provided a vehicle for moving poli-
tics forward, showing that political 
action can generate results and that 
advances can be made. Republican 
forces who believed in the primacy of 
physical force have been shown that 
politics can deliver.
    The rise of Sinn F®in in the North 
and in particular in the Republic has 
caused some concern within elements 
of the Irish establishment. As always, 

the establishmentés Ġrst priority is to 
defend their own class interests, and 
not necessarily national unity. It is 
within this complex situation that 
the Communist Party is attempting 
to present and to build an alternative 
understanding of what the national 
question is.

    The national question cannot just 
be boiled down to ending partition, 
or to a particular method of struggle, 
but must be viewed in a wider 
context. We need to see that the 
Good Friday Agreement is nothing 
more or less than a vehicle by means 
of which we can struggle politically 
and work to advance the democratic 
goal of a united Irish democracy. The 
agreement can be used to build and 
develop an all-Ireland approach to 
political and economic structures and 
investment priorities.
    We need to see an all-Ireland 
approach to such areas as power 
generation, water resources, health 
and education, a common approach to 
Ġsheries and agriculture, which in 
turn imposes its own political reality. 
This can provide the labour move-
ment with the opportunity to Ġght 
for all-Ireland economic solutions 
and the building of the home 
market.
    We believe that the divisions with-
in the working class need to be 
addressed, that the process of win-
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ning over the Protestant section of 
the working class will be long and 
complex but is absolutely necessary. 
We see the re-establishment of eģec-
tive local government as the best 
means of reorienting the approach to 
the problems of working people, away 
from London to a local administration, 
with a shared and common approach 
with the rest of the working people 
on this island, where co-operation is 
structured to Ġnding solutions within 
the context of all-Ireland political 
structures and all-Ireland economic 
priorities and solutions. In this way a 
divided working class can begin to 
see solutions that advance their econ-
omic, social and political demands.
    We have returned to the position 
that Connolly struggled for. What 
type of Ireland do we want? Whose 
interests will it serve?
    It is also important to recognise 
that Britain itself is no longer the 
imperialist force it was and that it is 
now caught between two imperialist 
blocs, the United States and the Euro-
pean Union, and is subservient to 
both. Britain has now moved into a 
closer political relationship with the 
Irish ruling class, who in turn are 
well integrated in and are willing and 
active junior partners with European 
and US imperialist interests.
    In the past, the strategy of both 
governments was to manage the pro-
cess of change in their favour. Their 
favoured scenario was that the SDLP 
and Trimbleés unionists would hold 
the centre ground. This strategy has 
unravelled because of unionist 
intransigence and the rise of Sinn 
F®in. It is in this political context 
that we can understand the continu-
ing pressure by both the British and 
the Irish government to de-
commission republican politics.

    The Department of Foreign 
Aģairs, in a press statement, reported 
that on Sunday 11 June æa civilian 
aircraft landed at Shannon for a 
technical refuelling stop en route 
from Kuwait to the United States. 
Among other unarmed military 
personnel the plane was carrying a 
US Marine convicted of a minor 
breach of the US military code. He 
was in military custody. He was 

wearing military fatigues.
    æWhile the transfer of such a 
prisoner would be lawful under 
international and domestic law, it 
requires the consent of the Minister 
for Justice. The US authorities did 
not seek such consent. This failure, 
though inadvertent, is unacceptable. 
It is a matter of gravest concern to 
the Irish Government.ç
    It was an employee of a private 

cleaning company who discovered 
this person shackled on board the 
aircraftånot a garda or immigration 

Irelandõs shame: Torture flights continue
THE discovery by cleaning workers of a chained and blindfolded prisoner on board a US aircraft at Shannon Airport has exposed the real relationship and the attitude of the US 
government to Irish neutrality and Irish law.

The national 
question cannot 
just be boiled 
down to ending 
partition



their countries to secure their own 
junior role. This is a far cry from the 
heyday of 1989, when æsovereignty 
and independenceç was the Ģag that 
reactionaries draped themselves in 
throughout eastern Europe.
    The political elite of Ireland are 
now well integrated in both the US 
and EU imperialist camps, having a 
foot in both. Our mass media remain 
remarkably silent in relation to this 
important matter and to our acqui-
escence in both torture and war. This 
elite cannot and will not do anything 
to jeopardise their economic and 
political interests.
    More than a thousand American 
soldiers pass through Shannon Air-
port every day. It is now clear that 
Shannon will be allowed to continue 
with this use so long as the United 
States requires it, as well as to allow 
torture Ģights and the refuelling of 
the US war machine on its way to 
Iraq or Afghanistan.
    As we move into the period before 
a general election in the Republic, we 
must now start asking the question 
of all the parties putting themselves 
forward for government, including 
Labour, Sinn F®in, and the Green 
Party, whether they would close 
Shannon and Baldonell to the US 
military. Will they demand that air-
craft be opened and searched? Will 
they ensure that they are not carry-
ing prisoners for torturing, or that 
these aircraft are not carrying 
weapons for prosecuting oppressive 
wars?
    Ninety years later, James 
Connollyés political strategy con-
tinues to haunt left and democratic 
opinion. The elites will always betray 
the interests of the nation for their 
own class interests. The empires will 
still control and dominate us through 
their business connections, their 
economic power and inĢuence.
    We need to step up the campaign 
to close Shannon Airport to use by 
the US war and torture machine.
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oĤcial but an ordinary worker clean-
ing the aircraft.
    Once again the Irish government 
takes at face value the word of the US 
government, despite the fact that the 
same government is Ģouting our 
laws. The recent report published by 
the Council of Europe on the col-
laboration by fourteen European 
countries, including Ireland, in CIA 
torture Ģights has exposed what 
most people believed to be happening 
for some time; and the Shannon 
revelation is the smoking gun that 
they have tried hard to conceal.
    Our government has been com-
plicit in this gross violation of inter-
national as well as national law in 
relation to supporting or assisting in 
the torture of prisoners. The Irish 
government has taken the word of 
the US government and Condoleezza 

Rice at face value.
    A number of questions need to be 
asked about the role of torture Ģights 
and the role of Shannon Airport. The 
US government claims that it does 
not torture prisoners; then why kid-
nap people from Britain, Germany, 
or Italy, then transfer them to third 
countries, such as Afghanistan, 
Jordan, or Egypt, for æquestioningç? 
Have Britain and other countries not 
got the capacity to interrogate 
prisoners?
    There can be only one reason for 
prisoners being transferred to 
countries like Afghanistan, Egypt, 
and Jordan, and that is that these 
and other countries have a long 
history of the abuse of prisoners. The 
torture of political prisoners is 
commonplace in these and other ally 
countries of the United States.
    It is the same tactic as claiming 
that the Guant§namo military base 
in Cuba is not really US territory, so 
prisoners there are not bound by US 
law. The US Supreme Court has 
ruled that this is not the case: this 
US military base is subject to US law, 
and the prisoners there have legal 
rights.
    The Council of Europe report 
exposes not alone the complicity and 
collusion of fourteen European 
countries in the transport of 
prisoners but also the fact that the 
United States has and uses secret 
prison camps in a number of Euro-
pean countries, in particular Poland 
and Romaniaåtwo countries that 
threw oģ the oppressive æyokeç of 
socialism and ædominationç by the 
Soviet Union and have now entered 
the suģocating embrace of imperial-
ism. The new elites of eastern Europe 
are quite willing to sell the 
sovereignty and independence of 
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Dear comrades and friends,
    On behalf of the Communist Party 
of Ireland I would like to express my 
sincere sympathy with the family of 
Michael OéRiordan: to Manus and 
Brenda, to their partners, Annette 
and Tony, to Michaelés grandchildren, 
Jessica, Neil, Dara, Caitr²ona, and 
Luke.
    We know that you all have lost 
someone who was very dear and very 
special in your lives. Our hearts go 
out to you.
    We would like to thank everyone 
for coming here this morning to pay 
their respects to Michael OéRiordan. 
In particular, we would like to thank 
the Cuban ambassador, Noel Carrillo, 
for joining us today. Your solidarity 
is welcome.
    To members of our party and sup-
porters who have travelled from all 
parts of Ireland to be here: thank 
you. To those who have travelled 
from further aĠeld, from Britain and 
Germany: thank you for joining us.
    The large gathering here this morn-
ing is testimony to the standing 
Michael OéRiordan had within the 
Irish left, republican and progressive 
people in our country.
    Michaelåor, as he was known 
among friends, Mickåwas a man of 
principle, a man of extreme courage, 
a man of integrity. Mick was no fair-
weather socialist. He stood strong 
and sure, despite the gales of reaction. 
He withstood their attacks on himself 
and on our party. He was for many 
years the public face of our party, in 
good times and bad.
    Not alone was Michael the face of 
the Communist Party, he was also at 
times the only face of the Irish leftå
sometimes a lone critical voice as 
others took cover, fearing the belt of 
a crosier or afraid of taking a stand in 
case it might damage their career 
prospects.
    Michael never stepped back from 
what needed to be doneåhe was far 
too principled for that, whether as a 
volunteer in the IRA in his native 
Cork, as a volunteer on the battleĠeld 
in Spain, standing Ġrm against anti-

Semitism in his native city, facing 
down the bosses or the forces of 
reaction who wished to marginalise 
him personally, his party, or the Irish 
left.
    Mick always fought for the right to 
hold left-wing views, to be able to cele-
brate May Day or even to celebrate 
his greatest hero, James Connolly, 
without sustaining verbal and 
physical attacks.
    Michael never faltered in his com-
mitment to the Irish working class. 
His concern and commitment to 
working people was not just conĠned 
to Ireland: he embraced and under-
stood and gave solidarity to workers 
and oppressed people across the 
world in their struggle against 
imperialism. This he carried with 
him to Spain, Ġghting fascism, 
actively supporting the struggle of 
the peoples of Viet Nam, Nicaragua, 
and Cuba.
    This commitment was recently 
recognised by the Cuban government 

when they awarded him their highest 
medal for friendship as a recognition 
of his long solidarity.
    Michael was deeply committed to 
the struggle for world peace. He had 
seen and experienced the violence of 
war at Ġrst hand Ġghting fascism in 
Spain. He worked hard to end the 
nightmare of the threat from nuclear 
weapons and to promote friendship 
and understanding among people.
    He never wavered in his support 
for the cause of socialism and the 
Soviet Union. He believed that what 
was being constructed in the Soviet 
Union, shortcomings and all, was 
worth defending. He would never 
speak out publicly against the Soviet 
Union. He would not allow his words 
or statements to be used by the forces 
opposed to socialism, to be used 
against socialism. He was no 
idealist.
    He never sought comfort in the 
glow of respectability but rather the 
solidarity of his fellow-workers.
    Michael lived long enough to see 
once again the new shoots of freedom 
spring up, the risen people of Latin 
America rising up to take back what 
the rich would not give, to reclaim 
the wealth of their countries stolen 
from them by the greed and grasping 
claws of a rich and parasitic few. They 
are Ġghting so that their children 
will no longer die on the side of moun-
tains, or deep underground in the 
mines, or in the gutters of their 
barrios. They are claiming their 
birthright to a place in the sun. Yes, 
the soothsayers of the end of history 
have been proved wrong. The risen 
people want to write their own story 
now.
    Michael OéRiordanés metal was 
forged on the battleĠelds of Spain, 
Ġghting fascism. It was tempered in 
the heat of the struggle here in Ire-
land, in the teeth of Cold War propa-
ganda and clerical reaction.
    Michael embodied all the best anti-
imperialist traditions of our people. 
Michael was a very learned and cul-
tured man, having a very wide knowl-
edge of Irish literature and music and 
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MICHAEL OèRiordan, anti-fascist Ģghter and former general secretary of the Com-
munist Party of Ireland, died in Dublin on Thursday 18 May. The following is the 

funeral oration given at Glasnevin Crematorium on Saturday 20 May by Eugene 
McCartan, general secretary of the CPI.

Michael OèRiordan as a volunteer
in Spain, aged twenty
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an encyclopaedic knowledge of Irish 
history. He was rarely without a book 
or paper in his hand.
    Michael spent seventy years of his 
life Ġghting for the cause of socialism, 
for national unity, for the unity of the 
Catholic and Protestant sections of 
our working class. He stood for the 
unity of the trade union movement, 
both locally and nationally. He 
opposed splits within the trade union 
movement.
    He worked for peace in Ireland and 
across the world. He was unwavering 
in his opposition to imperialism here 

in Ireland as well as globally.
    Michael believed in and struggled 
for the unity of the labour and repub-
lican tradition, the two most progres-
sive currents of political thought in 
Ireland. He was Ġrmly of the belief 
that it was only within that unity 
that a new political dynamic would 
open up in Ireland, to radicalise our 
people, to open up the road to fulĠll-
ing James Connollyés legacy of estab-
lishing an independent, sovereign, 
socialist republic.
    Michael OéRiordan could have 
lived his life many diģerent ways. He 

had the talent and the intellect to 
have succeeded in any walk of life, 
but he chose not to. Instead he chose 
the path of struggle and self-sacriĠce. 
He placed his formidable intellect, 
his principled and dogged determin-
ation at the service of the Communist 
Party and the Irish working class.
    A couple of weeks ago I went to 
visit Michael in St Maryés Nursing 
Home. I brought him up some leaĢets 
about our planned æRipples of Free-
domç conference, to mark and cele-
brate the life and times of James 
Connolly. He read the materials and 
asked me who some of the speakers 
were. He then said, æEugene, I can 
neither go forward with you nor can I 
go back. My boat is about to sail.ç
    Well, Comrade OéRiordan, your 
boat has sailed. You have left our com-
pany with your honour intact. For 
over seventy years you stood Ġrm and 
fought hard. Your honesty and your 
integrity remain unbroken and un-
compromised. You are legend.
    It is now time for a new generation 
of the Irish working class to take up 
the banner of socialism, to carry for-
ward the struggle against 
imperialism.
    Comrade OéRiordan, you have 
written your own pages in the history 
of the Irish working class.
    Farewell, comrade! Goodbye, Red 
OéRiordan.

Michael OèRiordan speaking at the unveiling of the memorial to
anti-fascist volunteers in Waterford, 9 July 2004

There are always alternatives
THE talks on a new partnership deal have been concluded between the åsocial partnersæägovernment, employers, trade unions, farming organisations, and other social organisations. 
The deal concluded will run over ten years, up to 2016, with the pay element running over a 27-
month period.
    But already the agreement appears 
to be in trouble. The Executive Com-
mittee of the ICTU was unable to 
recommend the agreement to 
member-unions, despite the fact that 
a leading member of the Executive 
stated that it was the æbest agree-
mentç to be had. The Executive Com-
mittee of the Teachersé Union of Ire-
land has called a delegate conference 
to discuss and vote on it in late June, 
with a unanimous recommendation 
from the Executive for rejection.
    Clearly, many workers will see this 
agreement as buying a pig in a poke 
in relation to the non-pay aspects. 
How many times have we heard of 
the social housing question, and still 
nothing is done? State land is handed 
over to corporate landgrabbers, while 
public housing stock is sold oģ. The 

government has failed to deliver on 
legislation about worker displacement, 
which was part of the settlement of 
the Irish Ferries dispute.
    The æoutsourcingç of services now 
carried out by the state is the thin 
end of the wedge and will only 
increase over the coming period. 
More and more services will come 
under pressure to be farmed out to 
the political cronies of the establish-
ment parties and their Ġnancial 
backers. This is part and parcel of the 
Services Directive that the European 
Union has been pushing through to 
undermine the wages and working 
conditions of public service workers 
throughout the EU.
    This agreement will allow 
employers in such areas of the 
economy as banking and Ġnancial 

services, as well as speculators and 
builders, to get away with paying 
only the absolute minimum. It will 
do little or nothing for lower-paid 
workers.
    Union members need to think long 
and hard before voting for this new 
deal. Unions also need to read the 
warning signs. Trade union concen-
tration is declining, and unions them-
selves are in danger if we canét reach 
out to the vast numbers of un-
organised workers throughout the 
economy. There is nothing in this 
deal to assist this process but rather 
it will further restrict the capacity of 
unions to defend existing wages and 
conditions right across the board, 
including the public sector.
    This is tying Irish workers into a 
mind-set where there is no alterna-
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New employee consultation law
no substitute for union muscle

THE Employees (Provision of Information and Consultation) Act (2006) is soon to be transposed into Irish law. Based on an EU directive of 2002, the act is designed to set out 
minimum rights by employees to information and consultation but is a very timid approach to 
dealing with the growing representation gap in many work-places.
    However, at a surface level this is 
something of a new departure for 
Irish industrial relations, given that 
under the voluntarist system we were 
one of the few EU member-states 
without a generally applicable system 
of information and consultation 
through works councils or similar 
bodies established by law or by 
central collective agreement.
    At one level, the introduction of 
this legislation can be viewed recep-
tively as oģering new possibilities to 
trade unionsåprimarily in helping 
to secure a strong foothold in already 
unionised companies but also in 
providing an opportunity for gaining 
some inĢuence over collective repre-
sentative structures in non-unionised 
work-places.
    However, in transposing the direc-
tive into law, the government has, not 
surprisingly, adopted a minimalist 
interpretation of the provisions. The 
American Chamber of Commerce in 
Irelandåwhich represents the 
interests of large US-owned trans-
national corporations in Irelandå
together with the organised business 
interests in IBEC, has left its imprint 
on the act and has minimised any 
potential for encroachments on 
management prerogatives. This is 
largely due to the fact that many 
employers were afraid that the origi-
nal EU directive could potentially 
open the door for de facto union 
recognition in previously non-union 
Ġrms.
    However, in looking at the minim-
alist provisions it is clear that the 

bosses had little to fear. The govern-
mentés minimalist interpretation of 
the directive is most obvious in the 
provision that an information and 
consultation body, rather than requir-
ing employers to provide workers 
with an automatic right to such a 
body, can be set up in a work-place 
only if 10 per cent of the workers call 
for it. Clearly it will take a brave and 
determined group of workers, particu-
larly in non-union companies, to call 
for such a body. For a start, they are 
likely to face various hurdles when 
attempting to trigger the procedures 
and may have to Ġght to secure infor-
mation and consultation rights.
    Many trade unionists are also of 
the view that there is no provision in 
the legislation for satisfactory protec-
tion or redress for an employee who 
is victimised as a result of having 
sought the establishment of such 
structures in their place of 
employment.
    In the main, however, few 
employers are likely to volunteer to 
introduce such arrangements, unless 
they can perceive an advantage in so 
doing; and outside the trade union 
æheartlands,ç workers in non-union 
Ġrms may be largely unaware of 
these new rights, so making the act 
something of a lame duck.
    Employers might be quick to 
embrace the structures for infor-
mation and consultation, however, in 
non-unionised sites or in partially 
unionised sites (for example where 
there are union members but recog-
nition has not been granted), or in 

unionised sites where the employer 
wants to bypass the unions. The act 
raises the possibility of non-union 
consultation forums ending up in 
competition with trade union struc-
tures, particularly in sites where 
unions are hoping to organise. In fact 
the new act disconnects union-based 
structures from the representative 
structures of information and consul-
tation, giving statutory support to a 
second channel of communication, 
from which trade unions are excluded, 
even where they are recognised or 
have members.
    For many non-union workers, 
these types of bodies are in any case 
a poor substitute for a trade union 
voice. Eģective sanctions, such as the 
ability to use industrial action 
against the company and other forms 
of resolute activity to put muscle 
behind workersé collective voice, are 
completely absent. Indeed such 
bodies are frequently constructed 
and controlled by employers, largely 
as a means of stonewalling potential 
unionisation, and have little or no 
independent power to protect 
workersé rights.
    At a time when a recent UCD study 
has shown that non-union employees 
would be prepared to join a trade 
union to such an extent that this 
would ultimately translate into a 
union density of up to 71 per centå
twice the present levelåthose who 
are interested in enhancing workersé 
rights and representation might be 
better oģ looking elsewhere than the 
new act. [NC]

tive, either organisational or political, 
to the one we are in. Sometimes it 
appears that the process is more 
important than the outcome in 
relation to these agreements.
    There are always alternatives. The 
time and eģort that was put into this 
mess would have been better spent 
looking at building an alternative 
strategy and at new ways forward for 
the labour movement. Workers 
should reject this agreement, as it 
will further undermine their wages 
and working conditions. [EMC]
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    The series began with a talk by 
Manus OéRiordan, head of research 
with SIPTU, on æConnolly, the World 
War, and 1916.ç The talk outlined the 
origins of the First World War, 
Connollyés reaction to it and his 
understanding of the forces involved.
    The second talk was by M²che§l 
Mac Aonghusa under the title æA 
comradeship of principle: Connolly 
and Pearse.ç This very interesting 
talk drew out the hidden and indeed 
deliberately obscured progressive 
ideas of Patrick Pearse. M²che§l drew 
attention to the radical and progres-
sive positions adopted by Pearse on a 
whole range of issues, including the 
1913 Lock-Out, teaching methods, 
the role of language, and poverty and 
social justice.
    The third talk in the series was 
given by Dr Ann Matthews on æVan-
guard of the rebellion: The Irish 
Citizen Army, 1916.ç She explored 
the development of the Citizen Army 
and its role in the Rising, drawing 
upon her years of research. The talk 
was particularly interesting in show-
ing that the Citizen Army made up 
the bulk of those who took part in 
the Rising, and also showing the class 
tensions between some elements of 
the Irish Volunteers and the Citizen 
Army. Ann also revealed the attitude 
of both the national and the local 
press in describing the Rising as 
æcommunistic.ç
    The series culminated in the 
æRipples of Freedomç weekend of 
events on 12ä14 May. On Friday 12 
May, the exact anniversary of 
Connollyés execution by British 
imperialist forces, the Ġrst James 
Connolly Memorial Lecture was 
given by the general secretary of the 
CPI, Eugene McCartan. He spoke 
about the inĢuences that shaped the 
young Connolly during his early 
years in Edinburgh, the emergence of 
socialist parties and the burgeoning 
trade union movement, and the inĢu-
ences and experiences of the Irish 
community that Connolly grew up in. 
Connolly would have come into con-
tact with the ideas of Karl Marx, the 
Communist Manifesto, Capital, and 
other important works by Marx and 

Engels. In addition, his uncle had 
been a Fenian, and he was no doubt 
aware that the International Working 
Menés Associationåthe First Inter-
nationalåled by Marx and Engels, 
was active in the campaign to free 
Fenian prisoners. The talk outlined 
the development of Connollyés ideas 
from when he arrived in 1896 to 
begin his political career as a full-
time working-class revolutionary, 
when he already had a developed 
understanding of the relationship 
between the struggles for national 
freedom and social justice.
    On Saturday 13 May the morning 
session was launched by the former 
Green Party MEP Patricia McKenna 
and Paul OéConnell, speaking on the 
theme æSocialism or barbarism: Can 
the world aģord capitalism any 
more?ç Both speakers pointed out 

the urgent need for action to be taken 
to prevent the destruction of the 
global eco-system by the un-
trammelled greed of transnational 
corporations. Paul showed how 
capitalism as a system is addicted to 
carbons, and that the growing 
scarcity of resources will have a 
major impact on consumerist 
capitalism.
    The second session explored the 
relationship between imperialism 
and war. Se§n Edwards of the CPI 
and Frank Keoghan of the Peopleés 
Movement explored the present 
aggressive trends within imperialism 
and the threat this poses to people 
across the globe. Frank drew atten-
tion to the growing militarisation of 
the European Union and its new 
æbattleĠeld groups.ç Se§n appealed 
for greater solidarity from progres-
sive forces in Ireland with all those 
struggling for social justice and 
national freedom.
     In the afternoon, guest speakers 
from the Communist Party of India 
(Marxist) and the Communist Party 
of Britain, together with the Cuban 
ambassador to Ireland, spoke at a 
forum on the theme æThe working 
class in the struggle for national liber-
ation.ç This led to a stimulating 
debate and showed the wide range of 
experience that the communist move-
ment around the world has in this 

Avtar Sadiq (India), David Granville (Britain), and Noel Carrillo (Cuba), 
guest speakers at the åRipples of Freedomæ conference

Ninetieth anniversary meetings
a great success

Patricia McKenna and
Paul OèConnell

     S part of the celebration of the ninetieth anniversary of the 1916 Rising, this year the James
       Connolly Education Trust held a series of public meetings on the theme of this historic
event.
A
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    Is ® paradacsa an teidil nach raibh 
an teanga n§isi¼nta Ġte fuaite sa 
ghluaiseacht n§isi¼nta ar son na 
saoirse. Ba chuid l§rnach déaisling an 
Phiarsaigh ² an Ghaeilge, ach n² l®ir 
go raibh ceannair² eile 1916 chomh 
d§ir²re f¼ithi. C® is moite den 
Phiarsach, n² l®ir go raibh s® ar 
intinn ag na ceannair² sin an Ghaeilge 
a bheith ina me§n cumars§ide n§ ina 
me§n riarach§in sa st§t nua ach ina 
comhartha n§isi¼nta amh§in (de r®ir 
mar a dé¼s§ideadh ² san fhor·gra 
f®in), n§ Ġ¼ amh§in ² a chosaint agus 
a fhorbairt sna ceantair ina 
labhra²odh ². I bhfocail scoir an ¼dair, 
æT§ s® i nd§il le bheith cinnte go n-
aithneoidh mionlach s§ch l²onmhar 
amach anseo gurb ® sl§n¼ na Gaeilge 
an t-aon bhealach at§ ann leis an 
tsaini¼lacht £ireannach a chaomhn¼ 
agus a fhorbairt. D§ dtarl·dh sin, 
chaithfeadh an tuiscint seo a bheith 
ginte as foins² eile seachas n§isi¼n-
achas throdair² 1916.ç
    P® sc®al ®, cuireadh ceannair² na 
gl¼ine sin chun b§is go m²-
thr·caireach, agus n²or mhair ina 
ndiaidh ach ceannair² den dara n· 
den tr²¼ gr§d. Bh² daoine ann, dar 
nd·igh, i measc na Saorst§tach a 
th§inig i ndiaidh na r®abhl·idithe a 
raibh gean acu ar an nGaeilge agus a 
rinne a nd²ograis ar a son (murab 
ionann agus Saorst§taigh an lae 

inniu). Bh² deis ann sna laethanta 
tosaigh ar theanga oibre a dh®anamh 
den Ghaeilge sa st§tseirbh²s, agus is 
cos¼il go raibh tromlach na st§t-
seirbh²seach s§sta glacadh leis sin (le 
toilteanas n· gan ®); ach chaill na 
leathr®abhl·idithe a misneach, agus 
chaill an Ghaeilge an deis dheireanach 
a bheadh aici ar bheith ina teanga 
st§it. Fi¼ amh§in nuair a th§inig 
Fianna F§il chun cumhachta sna 
tr²ochaid² n² dhearnadh athr¼ 
suntasach i mbeartas an st§it i leith 
na Gaeilge.
    T§ an paradacsa againn go f·ill, 
n·cha bliain i ndiaidh bh§s¼ an 
Phiarsaigh. Is l®ir nach bhfuil trom-
lach mhuintir na h£ireann s§sta 
dada a dh®anamh ar son na Gaeilge 
ach ag an am c®anna nach bhfuil siad 

s§sta a r§ os ard (n§ Ġ¼ os ²seal: f®ach 
na freagra² a thugtar sa daon§ireamh) 
go mbéfhearr leo f§il r®idh l®i. C®n 
f·rsa s²ceola²och n· eile, a fhiafra²onn 
an t-¼dar, a thiom§ineann an para-
dacsa seo ar aghaidh · ghl¼in go 
gl¼in?
    Ins²onn Mac S²om·in sc®al bh§s¼ 
na Gaeilge ·n s®¼ haois d®ag ar 
aghaidh i st²l ghonta shoil®ir. Tugann 
s® t¼s §ite sa phr·iseas sin don 
choil²neachas agus go h§irithe don 
choil²neachas intinneach, a raibh s® 
mar aidhm aige (agus n² h® amh§in 
in £irinn) meon an scl§bha² a fh§g§il 
ar an bpobalårud at§ f²or maidir le 
muintir na h£ireann go dt² an l§ at§ 
inniu ann.
    N² leabhar lom staire ® seo: t§ s® 
l§n de l®argas. Is Ġ¼ go m·r ® a 
l®amh.
    Mar a d¼irt an Conghaileach, n² 
fhanann ach lucht oibre na h£ireann 
mar oidhr² dothruaillithe chogadh na 
saoirse in £irinn. M§ t§ rud ar bith i 
nd§n don Ghaeilge seachas b§s 
ioml§n, caithĠdh §r n-aicme an 
dualgas c®anna a ghlacadh orainn 
f®in mar gheall ar an neamhsple§chas 
cult¼rtha. [SOB]

TOMøS Mac S²om·in, 1916: Leathr®abhl·id: Paradacsa Ait na Gaeilge (Macalla² na C§sca, 1), Baile øtha Cliath: Coisc®im, 2006 (gan ISBN; ġ5).

Paradacsa na Gaeilge

crucial contemporary political 
struggle. The representative from 
India, Avtar Sadiq, arrived in Ireland 
buoyed by the leftés stunning 
electoral victories in state elections 
in India a couple of days before. He 
spoke about the inĢuence of the Irish 
freedom struggle on Indiaés struggle 
against a common enemy, British 
imperialism. He also described the 
role now being played by Indian com-
munists in the struggle to defend 
Indiaés independence and its tactical 
critical support for the current 
Congress government.
    The Cuban ambassador to Ireland, 
Noel Carrillo Alfonso, outlined 
Cubaés position and its evaluation of 
the progressive changes now taking 
place throughout Latin America and 
the recent agreement signed by Cuba, 
Venezuela and Bolivia for closer econ-

omic and political co-operation.
    David Granville from Britain out-
lined the historical role (or lack of it) 
played by the British labour move-
ment in the Irish freedom struggle. 
He pointed out that two of the most 
important workersé leaders, John 
MacLean and Willie Gallacher, were 
in prison at the time of the 1916 
Rising, having been charged with 
sedition. Gallacher came to Ireland 
during the Treaty negotiations and 
warned that a sell-out was taking 
place and proposed that the Irish dele-
gation to the talks in London should 
be arrested as soon as they set foot on 
Irish soil. These opinions were dis-
missed because Gallacher was a 
communist.
    On Sunday an international com-
memoration took place at Arbour 
Hill Military Cemetery, where 

wreaths were laid by the international 
guests on the graves of the leaders of 
the 1916 Rising. Bill Ennis laid a 
wreath of red roses on James 
Connollyés grave on behalf of the 
CPI, and the general secretary, 
Eugene McCartan, gave a short 
oration over the graves. The general 
secretary of the Connolly Youth 
Movement, Gareth Murphy, also laid 
Ģowers and spoke.
    The weekend of events Ġnished on 
Sunday evening with a concert in the 
theatre of Liberty Hall, head oĤce of 
SIPTU and formerly the headquarters 
of the Irish Citizen Army.
    The James Connolly Education 
Trust is now planning its autumn 
series, which will be launched with a 
talk on the theme æThe anti-colonial-
ism of Roger Casement and anti-
imperialism today.ç

Tom§s Mac S²om·in


